
fewer investment properties sold and fewer 
short sales and foreclosures hitting the mar-
ket.  Whilst the US economy has improved 
after considerable fiscal stimulus the out-
look for the housing market is fair to mod-
erate in the immediate future in my opin-
ion. 

Suffice it to say that along with the determi-
nation to rise above a situation hard work is  

(To be continued on page 2…)  

 

 

Here comes October – a month of reflection 
and so many expectations!  And we are busy, 
busy, busy! 

When aren't we busy?   Well, I am not com-
plaining as I always tell my team this is a 
good problem to have.   I realized that we 
are in a position to grow a lot and growing 
comes with big responsibilities to be tackled 
head on.  Having concrete goals helps but 
not enough.  We have to learn to prioritize 
which is urgent.  The need for urgency is 
vital.  It’s a sense of coming to work each 
and every day with a commitment to making 
something happen on the important issues.  
When challenges arise we've got to do some-
thing and do it right there and then.   All 
tasks and actions should be tackled in a 
consistent and timely fashion.  Let’s seize it 
by doing the right thing better to help oth-
ers which in turn help us.  Okay, enough of 
my lessons.  

We received a tremendous amount of re-
sponse from our marketing campaign lately 
and it’s just humbling to say that yes, we can 
survive in the situations where inventory of 
houses slows down.  One has to find its way 

to rise above a situation. 

As I mentioned in my blog, there are vast 
differences in the housing price increases not 
only from state to state but from county to 
county within the same state.  When we place 
the highest and lowest gains side by side, the 
average increase becomes less meaningful and 
it could even suggest that buyers are looking 
for open versus big city living when they buy 
a second home.  This is in part due to higher 
mortgages, up by about 1% than a year ago, 
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You've read Think and Grow Rich. Read the 
sequel or whatever this is. It's a different book. 
Challenging, inspiring, almost humorous at time. 
Will get you thinking and ultimately get you go-
ing. Read it. ASAP!  

 

 

Book of the Month 

Click Here to see on Amazon.  

 

‘Leadership is a potent combination of 
strategy and character. But if you must be 
without one, be without the strategy.’ – 
Norman Schwarzkopf 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Outwitting-Devil-Secret-Freedom-Success/dp/1454900679/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1381469138&sr=8-1&keywords=outwitting+the+devil
http://www.amazon.com/Tax-Free-Wealth-Permanently-Lowering-Advisors/dp/1937832058/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357668796&sr=8-1&keywords=tax+free+wealth


 

expected from each and every one of us if we're 
working towards getting more buyers and sellers.  
We have to double our efforts in terms of our 
marketing campaign and our presence online.  
Social media has proven to be one of the best 
tools that anyone can use in today's market.  En-
gagement with social consumers allows for in-
creased direct communication with consumers.  
These consumers can then influence others, shap-
ing opinions and in turn expanding the customer 
base, driving new business.  If properly imple-
mented, social initiatives can help reduce costs.  
Social media provides businesses with the means 
to increase customer service, saving costs and 
increasing customer satisfaction.  

So that goes back to my main topic of stressing 
urgency.  What is to be done now has to be done 
NOW. The challenge for the leader of course is 

to focus and drive that urgency throughout 
the whole team, the company and all the 
people that's working.  We must motivate 
each and every team member to do the same 
in order to hit that concrete goal.  So, that 
said priorities need to be very clear, con-
sistent, achievable and supported.   

And anyone charged with that particular 
responsibility must be given authority and 
rewarded for success!  As leaders operate 
their company with these ideals, they will be 
more than ready to respond ideally and sys-
tematically with high hopes in the next dec-
ade to come.  So lead on WWH Team! 

 

 

 

Young Broker  

A young broker had just started his own real estate office. He rented a 
beautiful office and had it furnished with antiques. 

Sitting there, he saw a man come into the outer office. Wishing to appear 
the hot shot, the broker picked up the phone and started to pretend he 
had a big deal working. 

He threw huge figures around and made giant commitments. Finally he 
hung up and asked the visitor, "Can I help you?" 

The man said, "Yeah, I've come to activate your phone lines." 

Ask For Raise 

"I have to have a raise in my commission," the agent said to his manager. 
"There are three other companies after me." 

"Is that so?" asked the manager. "What other companies are after you?" 

"The electric company, the telephone company, and the gas company." 

What’s Going On Continued… 

Funny Crazy  Thoughts—Just for a Laugh! 

If so, we have just the thing for you.  We are currently looking for 
more people to share their wisdom with the Atlanta world on our blog.  
There is a ton of great knowledge out there about our specific market 
and we would love for you to share! 

Two ways to get involved: 

1) Guest blog for us or... 

2) We can do a Q&A with you.  We do all the work.  You just talk.  
Seriously.  

If interested, send us an e-mail at info@workingwithhouses.com and 
we will get you hooked up! 

 

  Do YOU like to write or talk? 



 

So today  I was reminded to never assume 
anything.  Saw  a beautiful that we had 
under contract and the first thought in 
my mind after I left was, ‘why are they 
selling this to me?’  I actually know why 
but it still surprises me.   

It really shouldn’t though.  People sell for 
all sorts of reason.  The mistake we make 
oftentimes is we try to fit it into our logic.  
Stop doing that!  There may be no logic 
to it whatsoev-
er from you 
pe r s pec t i v e .  
There doesn’t 
have to be.  If 
your offer gets 
accepted and 
you are a bit in 

shock, be thankful, smile and know that 
you are being a blessing to someone else.  
It doesn’t matter if 10 people say ‘oh my 
this or they could have that’.  What mat-
ters is you brought peace to the Seller to 
move forward and move on.  And that is 
all many of them want.  It’s not about the 
numbers as much as solving the problem.  
Solve the problem and you are good.   

So go ahead, make that offer.  You might 
be surprised at what you get.  Smile 
when they say yes.  You now have the 
opportunity to help genuinely help 
someone.  Make the most of it and 
get it closed! 

 

 

 

Confusion and Fun 

So what is the first thing that goes through 
your mind when you see giant strawberries go-
ing down the interstate? 

Mine was clearly to pull out the camera.  
That’s about as far as logical thinking went.  
Decide for yourself at that point.  No clue why 
but what is up with the little fence? 

A  Little Tip — Never assume anything...if you can. 

Some people just don’t follow 
the rules.  There are people on 
that rock.  There were others at 
one point under the waterfall.  I 
had to explain to my kids they 
were going to get in trouble.  
Not sure what happened but 
hey, gotta be dad when you got-
ta be dad.  Nice place though.  
Hope they didn’t fall off the 
rock.  Ouch.   



COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS? 

Feel free to e-mal us at: 

info@workingwithhouses.com 

Or call 678-408-2228 

SEE OUR BUYERS PAGE!   

http://housesinatlantaforsale.com/  

If you are a serious investor buying at 
least 1 house per quarter for rental 

and/or rehab then keep us at your forefront. 

We will NOT blitz you with 100 more E-mails to not 
open.  You just get deals and make money.  That’s it. 

Deal of the Month! 

 Sometimes you have to be a little more persistent. 

Townhome deal we did not too long ago.  Simple deal 
where the cash flow was there all day long.  Worked 
with a Seller who was determined to sell this property.  
After a few iterations of conversation, it came together 
and we paired it up with a person better than us to hang 
on to it.   

Cash flow is good and they are happy.  We are happy.  
Seller is happy and has moved on with their life.   

Neat thing about this property was how well the 
grounds were maintained courtesy of the city.  Would 
rival some HOA’s we have seen if not better.  (scary for 
the HOA’s I know) 

Now go do some deals!  

 

 
 

We are Buying!  Add us to YOUR List!    

E-mail your deals to:  info@workingwithhouses.com 

Wholesale, Rehab, Creative Financing, send it all on. 

 

The BLOG is rolling.  Check it out!      
http://atlantabuynow.com  

http://housesinatlantaforsale.com/
mailto:info@workingwithhouses.com

